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WARNING: Turkish Airlines Are Terrible
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I had the misfortune of flying with Turkish Airlines from London to
Douala in Cameroon. The journey went via a connecting flight from
Istanbul. Firstly the flight going out from London was delayed, as was
the connecting flight from Istanbul, as was the return leg from Istanbul to
London. No explanation for the delays was given. The aircraft was also
rather small and cramped for a long haul journey meaning a hot/stuffy
atmosphere and long lines to use the toilets. This are all very minor
problems compared to my main complaint: Turkish Airlines deliberately
left our luggage at Istanbul! This is what happened: We arrived at
Douala airport and waited for at least an hour for our cases to come off
the carousel, the carousel then stopped and there was no sign of our
cases. We looked around the crowded arrivals area and saw hundreds
of suitcases that had just been dumped there. We were confused and
surrounded by chaos. someone in our group looked around and
eventually found a list with about 50 passenger names on it saying that
Turkish airlines had left our luggage at Istanbul as there was no room on
the plane! At no point were we told of this, it was never explained to us,
we were given no warning and no advice was given as to what would
happen next. Turkish airlines had no staff at the airport and no point of
contact, we had no choice but to make our way to our accommodation,
needless to say we were angry and distressed. The first day of our
holiday was ruined as we had no clean clothes, underwear or toiletries.
We had also travelled from England in December into Cameroon's hot
season meaning the clothes we were wearing on the plane were
completely unsuitable for the sweltering African heat! We tried for about
an hour to get through to a Turkish airlines phone number which actually
worked and was in English, no such number existed! Customer
telephone numbers rarely work and the phones are rarely answered.
Even if you do get through they just say you have the wrong number
and give you another number to call, this goes round in circles until you
end up where you started. The chances of getting through to an Office in
England is zero. We eventually got through to the Cameroon office who
told us we could collect our bags from the airport at 1am the following
morning! We turned up and needless to say the flight was delayed, we
did not get our bags until 4am in the morning! Not only did this ruin that
night it also spoilt the following day as we were exhausted from being up
so late! The situation at the airport was a shambles, there was another
list with even more names on it of people whose luggage had been left
behind. Turkish Airlines have a never ending backlog so the situation
occurs every night and gets worse each day! No offer of compensation
was made, no offer to send the luggage to our accommodation was
made, no information was provided. Turkish Airlines are a disgrace and
an absolute shambles. My advice would be to never fly with this
appalling airline , they take your money but cannot deliver the service
you paid for. The staff are also rude and unfriendly and the airline does
not provide enough staff at the airports they fly to. I advise never to book
a flight with Turkish Airlines, I certainly wont repeat the mistake of
booking with them. We tried to complain on our return but Turkish
Airlines dismissed our complaint saying we should have filled in a report
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form at Douala (ignoring the fact that there are no Turkish Airlines staff
in Douala Airport, no Turkish Airlines desk and no information on how to
report a claim)!

1 reply

1. Re: WARNING: Turkish Airlines Are
Terrible
Feb 23, 2015, 12:20 PM

You are very correct to say they are terrible. In fact if i could then i would
look for a different word to describe them. They are horrible and very bad,
rude and customer service is zero. Amazingly, they do this only to their
destinations in Africa, when they are flying to europe, usa etc, the case is
different. All the same, rather than fly turkish airlines, i will prefer to use a
ship or better still not travel.
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